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Key insurance stakeholders have declared that the use of technology is a game changer in the
industry as it paves way to new business models, innovative products and services, as well as
more tailored and interactive ways of engaging customers .
It ensues SCALABILITY – reaching further and larger markets due to its ability to solve a
problem experienced by many – may they be in one place or dispersed. As said by Peter H.
Diamandis in the book Abundance, “In today’s hyperlinked world, solving problems anywhere,
solves problems everywhere.”
Philippines, Indonesia, and Vietnam, being three (3) of the most disaster-prone countries in
the world and also most populous, experience the worst impacts of climate change. In
developing countries such as the three, there exist a bigger opportunity to leapfrog because
there is less frequency of deep-rooted, traditional business models.

INSURTECH RAPIDLY GROWING AND IT CAN SOLVE THE INDUSTRY’S MAIN
CHALLENGES:
•
•
•
•
•

The industry’s low margins, high risk, and complex administration
Clients lack of awareness of value of insurance
Low adoption and penetration rates
Lack of data analytics and data integration within organizations
Limited pool of skilled human resource
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This industry brief builds on the knowledge and subject matter expertise of business leaders,
subject matter experts, regulators and customers. The findings and analysis are the result of
insights gathered while consulting with the different actors in the Insurance and Insurance
Tech sector. The study included primarily entail surveys, in-depth interviews, focus-group
discussion and desk research to be able to identify relevant Climate Risk Insurance
technologies globally with an emphasis on their application in Vietnam, Indonesia and the
Philippines. FGDs and interviews took about sixty to ninety minutes per session to complete.
Secondary data was obtained from a literature review of insure-tech research studies,
publications and government reports.
The report highlights the numerous innovations taking shape in the insurance sector, and what
impact they may have, on scaling up the distribution, improving as well as the benefits that
could be reaped from innovation in the insurance sector, especially for policyholders. There
are regulatory and competition considerations that need to be made as “disruption” to the
industry is often about new market entries as well as new modes of service provision which
may not fit the mode in which regulations was conceived upon. There are also wider privacy
and data protection issues which require close attention given that Insurtech by nature usually
involves a digital component to the technology.
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As a service provider in the field of international
cooperation for sustainable development and
international education work, we are dedicated to
shaping a future worth living around the world. GIZ
has over 50 years of experience in a wide variety of
areas, including economic development and
employment
promotion,
energy
and
the
environment, and peace and security. The diverse
expertise of our federal enterprise is in demand
around the globe – from the German Government,
European Union institutions, the United Nations,
the private sector and governments of other
countries. We work with businesses, civil society
actors and research institutions, fostering
successful interaction between development policy
and other policy fields and areas of activity. Our
main commissioning party is the German Federal
Ministry
for
Economic
Cooperation
and
Development (BMZ).
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Climate risk insurance is a vital instrument
within a comprehensive climate risk
management system, spanning a continuum
of prevention, risk reduction, risk retention
and risk transfer such as insurance schemes.
Climate risk insurance can play numerous
roles - at individual, community, country,
regional (international) and global levels - in
providing security against the loss of assets,
livelihoods and even lives in the postdisaster period; ensuring reliable and
dignified
post-disaster
relief;
setting
incentives
for
prevention;
providing
certainty for weather-affected public and
private investments, and easing disasterrelated poverty and spurring economic
development.

 Applicable during extreme
weather events such as
typhoons and droughts which
affect large populations
 Distribution through
government agencies,
humanitarian organizations etc.

 Applicable to sectors such as but
not limited to agriculture
 Products are designed for
individuals them selves
 Distribution through aggregators
such as cooperatives, financial
institutions etc.
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The devastating impacts of climate change – including
increasingly severe and frequent droughts, heatwaves and
typhoons – are already being felt globally. According to the
The World Economic Forum’s study titled ‘Global Risks
Report’ , failure to tackle climate change as the biggest global
risk in terms of its potential impact. These climate impacts
are taking a disproportionate toll on the world’s poorest and
most vulnerable communities especially in countries
situated along the Typhoon Belt. The Philippines is situated
in the middle of the Pacific Typhoon Belt and due to global
warming, warmer waters will intensify these storms.
Southeast Asia is among the most vulnerable regions in the world impacted by the adverse
climate change impacts that can undermine national food security and the achievement of the
Untitled Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Most Southeast Asian countries rely heavily
on agriculture for employment and natural resources for livelihood, therefore it is expected
that the region will be negatively impacted by climate change.
The Environment and Economy Program for Southeast Asia (EEPSEA) has identified certain
regions in South East Asia as being extremely vulnerable to climate change. The Figure below
identifies regions including the Philippines, the Mekong River Delta in Vietnam, almost all
regions in Cambodia, North and East Lao PDR, Bangkok region in Thailand, and West Sumatra,
Western Java, and Eastern Java of Indonesia as among the most vulnerable regions in Southeast
Asia – (40th AMAF Meeting Report). The impact of severe typhoons and extreme temperatures
are well documented in these countries, but climate change includes other risks too. Increasing
temperatures accelerate evaporation thus accelerating moisture absorption from crops
leading to longer periods of drought. Subsequently this dry top soil is less cable of absorbing
rainfall leading to increased mudslides and land erosion.
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In response to the concerns on climate change, financial
security, food security, GIZ along with its partners has been
addressed pushing for various policy responses, leading
initiatives and executing projects through its MEFIN network,
Technical Working Groups, Stakeholder Engagement. In 2019,
GIZ has identified innovation and technology as a key driver of
change in the insurance sector specifically for Climate Risk
Insurance products and services. The Insurtech sector in the
Philippines, Vietnam and Indonesia is well suited for
technological innovation to lower transaction cost and expedite
service delivery. Additionally, this initiative by GIZ supports the
proposed goals of the G7 Initiative on Climate Risk Insurance i.e. to “significantly increase the
indirect and direct insurance cover of low-income people against negative impacts of extreme
weather events induced by climate change” – GIZ RFPI III Project Brief.

In order to achieve this ambitious target, a holistic
approach is required to ensure scalability across
geographies with a focus on the extreme poor with less
than 1.25 USD PPP/day, and the poor with less than
2.00 USD PPP/day (World Bank Database), who would
fall into extreme poverty when disasters occur in
climate vulnerable developing countries. GIZ has set a
target of insuring 4 Million individuals across
Indonesia, Philippines and Vietnam by 2020. This
ambitious target will depend the concerted efforts of
the public and private sectors to increase of the
regional market penetration rates through direct and
indirect insurance products. Outreach and scalability
of indirect insurance approaches requires a strong
political will on the part of potential partner countries
particularly regulatory bodies.
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Climate Risk Insurance products and services play a critical role in offsetting climate change
risk especially in in emerging economies. In order to achieve the targets in the three countries,
cellular and digital technologies can be harnessed to deliver insurance to unbanked customers.
Sharing economy platforms can be leveraged to increase distribution, data analytics can be
used to develop segment specific products and services. Learning Management Systems (LMS)
can be utilized for awareness raising and capacity development. Blockchain powered systems
can significantly reduce transaction costs in countries. Additionally, investors are demanding
Environment Social Governance (ESG) reports, which compel companies identify and disclose
climate risks.
GIZ’s
Climate
Risk
Insurance
programs
and initiatives are a
response to economical
and societal wide gaps
to provide insurance
security to the most
vulnerable.

This report aims to provide GIZ’s network with an inventory of technologies currently being
piloted, implemented and researched to enable the insurance sector in the Philippines,
Vietnam and Indonesia keep pace with technological disruptions and transition their business
models through Insure-tech solutions. The report will also briefly cover the financing options
available to support CRI and other Insurtech initiatives.
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Just like Fin-tech, Insurtech is inundating the insurance industry. Insurtech is the term being
used to describe the new technologies with the potential to bring innovation to the insurance
sector and impact the regulatory practices of insurance markets. Most insurance companies
are actively seeking to partner or to invest with partners, startups, incubators etc. develop new
and innovative ways to reduce operational costs, increase distribution, create new products
and manage risk. Blockchain, AI, big data, and machine learning are currently being harnessed
to revolutionize the claims process at both the direct claims level and at the reinsurance claims
level.
Digital advancements are allowing companies to offer
products and services directly to their target customers.
Companies like Cebuana Insurance Solutions (CLIS) in the
Philippines have recognized the power of digital solution by
leveraging online platforms, ecosystems, and engines as
the new middlemen and augmenting parts of the
traditional supply chain models. As Jonathan Batangan, FVP
and Group Head of CLIS emphasized “There is need for
insurance products to developed from the customers
perspective using data analytics to identify specialized and
specific products and services”.
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The G7 is expected to provide several billion USD of risk capital (insurance and re-insurance
capacity) from the private insurance and re-insurance industry. Depending on the region,
instrument, and risk insured, the volume of the re-insurance capacity necessary can be similar
to the insurance capacity volume needed. Apart from providing the risk capital, the private
insurance industry is expected to by providing data for the risk assessment processes and
expertise on how to organize the different insurance systems in different countries most
effectively.
In the past few years, Insurtech has attracted significant venture capital investments especially
in the startups and they are considered commercially more viable to achieve hyper growth.
Additionally, large insurers such as Allianz have made strategic investments globally including
in South East Asia in multiple startups allowing them to grab a stake in this growth while
supporting local technology start-ups. Growth in the Insurtech space and reached its peak in
2016 with the launch of 177 start-up with 88 launches in 2017.
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Southeast Asia holds potential thanks to revolutionize the sector through Insurtech solutions
into, and in certain countries, thanks to encouraging governments.
Philippines, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, and Myanmar are still on the verge of an Insurtech
revolution, despite low insured populations. Philippines has already showcased the signs of an
Insurtech ecosystem forming, but it is still to be determined whether this change will come
from in-house technologies or through the entry of established players from other countries.
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Technology in the Insurtech sector can be broken down into the following segments:
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Distribution Channel Technologies:

Sharing Economy:

In traditional and developed insurance
markets intermediation is carried out
through a broker or an agent. However,
Insurtech startups have identified a need in
developing countries to address issues such
as low penetration rates, ineffective
brokerage services, unbanked populations
and
challenging
geographies
and
developing new distribution models.

The sharing or gig economy as services such
as ridesharing Grab Taxi, Go-Jek and Uber,
apartment sharing services such as Airbnb
and Peer to Peer lending platforms such as
Prosper, SoFi and Lending Club have gained
tremendous traction in recent years. By
making it easier to access services on
demand,
collaborative
consumption
platforms increase efficiency unlock new
business opportunities and cause massive
shift in labor markets. The business model
shifts due to shared economy platforms has
not seen witnessed since the last industrial

Sweden based BIMA leverages mobile
technologies to distribute insurance
services in emerging economies. Due to the
high mobile phone penetration rate in
developing markets BIMA was through its
own proprietary backend system which
allows for both registration and payment
was able to provide access to millions of
customers across Africa and Asia.
Customers simply follow a simple
identification process and within 2 minutes
the platform issues the policy and the
premium payment is collected via an
automatic deduction of the prepaid airtime
credit.
Till date the company has insured 30 million
individuals across 15 countries and provides
a range of insurance products including
accident, life and hospitalization cover. In
total the company had developed a
portfolio of 40 microinsurance and mobile
health products for their mobile operator,
microfinance, rural banks and corporate
partners.

BIMA

revolution.
Insurance companies are partnering up
with ride sharing service providers to
extend insurance coverage to drivers, riders
and passengers. Allianz partnered with
Indonesia based startup, Go-Jek by
extending health insurance coverage to
their 1 million drivers and their families. A
McKinsey report estimates that 20-30 % of
the world currently engages in independent
or free-lance work, with 15 % of them using
digital platform. Y-Risk, was founded to
design tailor made insurance solution for
the needs to labor markets in gig
economies. The company focused on
addressing the gap in the insurance world
for on-demand and sharing economy risks.
Y-Risks customers includes transportationnetwork companies, automobile-sharing
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platforms, on-demand-services platforms
and space-sharing platforms.
Apart from the tangible business benefits,
shared economy platforms are key to
acquiring millennial customers, which are
the largest age groups in Asia. This is due to
strong brand recognition, acceptability and
relatability of digital platforms by this
cohort.

Blockchain and Distributed Ledgers
Blockchain technology could be applied to
insurance services in a number of ways.
Para-metric insurance could benefit from
such a process, especially for agricultural
and MSME policyholders. Block chain
enabled smart Contracts will lead to
significant improvements in the claims
processing system for these customers. In
the event of a natural disaster, weather data
will be proactively tracked and used to
trigger conditions and issuance of capital for
claims. This system would immediately
dispatch enable the resources farmers need
to mitigate the risk of climate change.
Insurers are able to reduce the operational
challenges and costs of processing a large
volume of claims due to automated smart
contracts.
RISKebiz aims to provide low-cost crop
insurance to small scale farmers. The
company automates various insurance
processes
through
smart
contracts,
including the translation of external data
sources (weather stations, smart sensors
and satellite data) to claims processing.
SURETY.AI is working to create an inclusive,
accessed and easily understandable
blockchain platform for the less savvy
consumers and insurers. The company’s
B2B platform is using blockchain and

Artificial Intelligence tools to offer
microinsurance to unbanked populations in
Asia. In 2017, Allianz Risk Transfer AG (ART)
and Nephila Capital Limited announce that
they have piloted the use of blockchain
smart contract technology for transacting a
natural catastrophe swap. The pilot
showcased not only that transactional
processing and settlement between
insurers and investors could be significantly
accelerated but increased tradability of cat
bonds.

Data Analytics:
Traditionally insurance companies have
relied on quantitative data for risk
modeling, however data analytics goes
beyond this and allows insurers to become
client-centric, reduce and prevent fraud,
appropriately
premiums,
develop
innovative
business
models
thus
maximizing overall performance.
Presently, most of the essential information
or data in the insurance sector players is
siloed, held on paper or simply not
documented.
CLIS
is
currently
implementing data analytics system to link
insurance data, membership data, and
customer data across its 2500 physical
stores and complimentary business units to
generate
valuable
insights
its
microinsurance business. Cignify a mobile
analytics
firm
partnered
with
a
microinsurance specialist in Sub-Saharan
Africa to develop an algorithm to analyze
numerous mobile data variables, such as
volume and duration of voice calls, mobile
money transactions, mobile savings, social
networks and demographics to determine a
premium
appropriate
for
different
customer segments. This data will in turn
allow the microinsurance partner to tailor
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its SMS based marketing efforts to specific
customer segments in order to increase
customer retention, cross and up sell.
Embedded mobile technology and IOT
devices would even allow insurance
companies to customize premiums based
on actual behavior.
Parametric-based
insurance
products
leverage mobile technologies to insure the
basic livelihood vulnerable people usually
settled in regions with high exposure to
harsh and extreme weather conditions. For
example, providers can create products
which offer access to credit back-stopped by
a parametric such as drought insurance to
enable the financial institution to provide
farmers with loans for agricultural products.
In 2017, Swiss Re partnered with Ping An
Property & Casualty Insurance Company of
China, Ltd to launch the country’s s first
mobile-powered
typhoon
property
parametric
insurance.
The
using
catastrophe modeling and big data
capabilities provides real-time tracking of a
typhoon’s path and wind speed as provided
by the national meteorological center. The
payout amount is triggered based on this
information. When a typhoon strikes users
access an inquiry page, check if the claim
terms have been triggered and then submit
a remote self-service claim. Swiss Re is
currently backing a $350 million parametric
disaster insurance pilot for the Chinese
province of Guangdong (Swiss-Re.com).

AI and Automation:
AI and machine learning allow insurers to
leverage new and unstructured sets of data.
AI is currently being to spot out hidden
correlations
to
granularly
segment
customers including risks in a more efficient
way. For example, Zhong An, the first
online-only insurer in China, is using
machine learning to customize pricing on
products for online retailers based on
purchase history to gauge individual risk
around returns and warranties.
New entrant insurers, like Spixii, are already
using chatbots to improve customer
experience. The automated insurance agent
assists the customer in selecting the right
insurance policy. QBE Insurance Group
Limited (QBE) partnered with machine
learning company RiskGenius, a machine
learning to assist carriers, brokers and
regulators analyze policy and endorsement
language. The system works as an
intelligent comparator which identifies gaps
in coverage for customers and applies
machine learning to insurance policies to
create structured content this creating
more efficient underwriting workflows.
ISTANDA’s customizable platform allows for
building any insurance product and
distributing it online. The state of the SaaS
tool allows clients to build, configure and
launch
products
online
within
unprecedented timescales, and amend
them instantly across multiple channels.
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The Philippine insurance industry is rapidly adapting to changes brought about by the wave of
global technological advancements in the Insurance Sector. The nonlife insurance industry is
actively looking parametric insurance. Most insurers have started to incorporate digital into
their organizations, creating online platforms to improve the reach of distribution channels,
and piloting projects technology in areas such as marketing, digital portals, customer selfservice capabilities, and rapid process automation.
Mobile applications and partnerships with Teleco’s have been identified as important enablers
for used for the distribution of insurance products. These applications can either be preinstalled in a mobile device, or an item in a subscriber identity module, or SIM, menu of a
mobile network carrier, or those that are downloadable by the public through major digital
platforms.
AXA Philippines formed a strategic partnership with eCompareMo, a full-service banking and
insurance website that enables users to compare hundreds of financial products and complete
their application online. The partnership builds on AXA’s strategy to reach a wider range of
customers specially including those who spend a lot of time on digital platforms
Gobi-Core Philippine Fund (PH Fund) is a $10 million fund for seed-stage and pre-Series A
companies in the Philippines launched in 2018. The VC made its first investment healthtech
startup MariaHealth, which is an online portal designed to enable people to easily compare
what insurance products. The company with has partnered with insurance practitioners
PhilCare, Maxicare, AsianLife, and MediCard.
In 2019, Manila-based Insurtech startup Saphron has raised USD 1.35 million in seed funding
from a fintech-focused VC fund Sage, and Talino Labs. Saphron is currently working with
Pioneer group to provide coverage for migrant workers and the low-income sector individuals
in the country. The platform uses artificial intelligence and real-time data analytics for
underwriting and customer service. The system will have a multi-platform payment gateway
that can accept payments from mobile payment platforms and build a blockchain-based know
your customer (KYC) system with biometric identity verification for secure payments
processing.
There is a strong link between insurance technologies and financial access. It can help lowincome households prepare emergencies and provide healthcare coverage in a way that
doesn’t break backs. It can help small businesses grow, and ensure that crop failures or
personal accidents do not set households back in their fight against poverty. Insurtech holds
the promise of providing over 60 million unbanked and underbanked Filipino households—
creating opportunity, and weaving safety nets.
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University of the Philippines - National Operations Assessment of Hazards (NOAH)
https://center.noah.up.edu.ph/
An initiative of the University of the Philippines Nationwide
Operational Assessment of Hazards (UP-NOAH) is a
multidisciplinary research center. Established in 2017 the
centers primary goal is to help reduce the impacts of hazards
and to assist the country in:




Disaster risk reduction and management
Climate change adaptation and mitigation efforts
Provide related activities through research,
development and extension services

NOAH Programs include:











Hydromet Sensors Development
DREAM-LiDAR 3D Mapping
Flood NET – Flood Information Network
Disaster Management using WebGIS
Enhancing Geohazard Mapping through LiDAR and High-resolution Imagery
Doppler System Development
Landslide Sensors Development Project
Storm Surge Inundation Mapping Project
Weather Information Integration for System Enhancement (WISE)
Integrated Scenario-based Assessment of Impacts and Hazards (ISAIAH)
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NOAH SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

NOAH’s services include:







Landslide hazard map printed on A0 Tarpaulin
Combined multi-hazard map with “safest areas” for siting evacuation centers
For coastal regions, a Storm Surge hazard map printed on A0 Tarpaulin
Evacuation Route Analysis
USB flash drive containing digital files for the maps
Document on how to use the maps and other notes including actions to be taken and
limitations of methodologies used

How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:





A processing and analysis fee of 10,000 PHP ($ 210) per/area is charged making it
extremely affordable for insurance companies to access Climate Risk related data.
The dashboard captures data from government and public data bases which would
allow insurance companies to get real time localized information at the barangay or
municipality level.
Insurance sector players can collaborate with the centers’ multidisciplinary team of
researchers and scientists come from different fields of specialization. This includes
DRRM, climate change adaptation, climate risk management etc.
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Nat-Re provides life and non-life reinsurance, and other reinsurance solutions to insurance
companies in the Philippines and internationally.
Reinsurance companies like Nat-Re rely heavily on
Catastrophe Modeling to estimate the losses that
could be sustained due to a catastrophe event such as
typhoons, hurricanes or earthquakes. Cat modeling
lies at the confluence of actuarial science, engineering,
meteorology and software development.
Nat Re currently uses AIR, a licensed tool which develops probabilistic models to help
organizations prepare for financial impacts before they occur. The model uses scientific data
to capture how catastrophes behave and the impact they have on insurable assets. AIR’s
computer programs 3 major components:

Hazard Component

Financial Component

The model then calculates the intensity
of different events at each location
within the affected area. For example,
for hurricanes, intensity may be
expressed in terms of wind speed or
storm surge height; for earthquakes,
intensity may be expressed in terms of
the degree of ground shaking or the
number and intensity of fires spawned
by the earthquake.

Estimates of physical damage to buildings
and contents are translated into estimates of
monetary loss. These, in turn, are translated
into insured losses by applying insurance
policy conditions to the total damage
estimates. Probabilities are assigned to each
level of loss.

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR DRIVING
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE ACCORDING TO NAT-RE:

Engineering Component
The measures of intensity of simulated
catastrophic events are then applied to
highly detailed information about the
properties that are exposed to them.
Equations called damage functions are
developed and used to compute the
level of damage
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Nat Re along with other partners in the
Philippines is also supporting the Oasis
Project.
The Oasis Loss Modelling Framework is an open
source platform for developing, deploying and
executing catastrophe models. The system uses a full
simulation engine and makes no restrictions on the
modelling approach. Models are packaged in a
standard format and the components can be from
any source, such as model vendors, academic and
research groups. (OASIS Website)

The Platform Provides:



A platform for running catastrophe models, including a web-based user interface and
an API for integration with other systems
Core components for executing catastrophe models at scale and standard data formats
for hazard and vulnerability

In the Philippines the project will enable in-country capacity building in the development, use
and understanding of catastrophe risk models. Oasis also aims to connect international
reinsurance capacity with in-country demand. Additionally, the tool will provide a system for
users to update and sustain the models in the long-term beyond the life time of the project.

Oasis System Architecture:





Core modelling and analytics components in C++. This allows low level optimizations in
processor and memory usage and is proven for large scale and complex numerical
applications.
Open Source frameworks wherever possible, and in particular for job management
(Celery, RabbitMQ), web services (Flask) and other enterprise features.
Standard Open Source DevOps tools (GitHub, Docker) for deploying all components and
model

How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:




Develop transparent and standardized catastrophe models to simulate extreme
weather event related damages and their impacts
Models can then be used to assess the likelihood and financial damage caused by
extreme climate events and underpin information required by financial markets
The project will enable countrywide capacity in the development, use and
understanding of catastrophe risk models
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CLIS aims to digitally integrate its 2500 physical stores to increase distribution of its insurance
products and services. Rightly named Brick-Tech the company is currently working on creating
a digital ecosystem which would include an e-wallet, data analytics and an e-commerce
platform.

CLIS DIGITAL ECO SYSTEM

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR SELECTING A DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY ACCORDING TO CLIS :
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How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:
1) CLIS’s digital platform would be able to leverage data analytics to provide key insights on
customer preferences, behaviors and trends. This information would be key for creating
customized climate risk insurance products and services
2) The integration of their physical stores with a digital platform would significantly
increase accessibility and awareness among customers especially among the digitally
connected generation. For example, CLIS through its digital interface alerts customers
on Climate Risk Insurance before an impending disaster such as typhoon thus increasing
penetration rates for climate risk insurance.
3) The E-Wallet would enable the millions of unbanked (52.8% of the Population do not
have bank accounts) Filipinos get access to financial products and services, ensure quick
claims turn around and subsequently ensuring wide-spread acceptance of Climate Risk
Insurance
CLIS recently partnered with the Philippine Disaster Resilience (PDRF) Foundation to augment
existing early warning system capabilities in the Philippines. PDRF serves as a major private
sector vehicle and coordinator for disaster management. It operates the first 24/7 private
sector-led Emergency Operations Center with the mission to provided training for disaster
preparedness and the coordination of relief and response efforts during major disasters. PDRF
operates an emergency operations center which includes (PDRF website):

How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:
1. A partnership with PDRF can provide access to a large network of big businesses, small
businesses and micro-entrepreneurs. This network access would enable increased
awareness of CRI products, foster partnerships with large businesses and provide
climate risk protection to millions of workers and employers especially in urban areas.
2. The PDRF operations center and information system would provide private sector
players including insurance companies and distribution channel partners to mobilize
resources for affected regions. Companies could even use the data provided by the
center to create customized CRI products and services for specific regions depending
on the areas risk profile.
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The Philippines, to be able to monitor and evaluate poverty incidences and causes in the
country, has implemented the use of CBMS. In 2005, the Philippine Statistics Authority
(National Statistical Coordination Board) approved the use of the tool to monitor poverty at the
local level.
CBMS is described as, “organized way of collecting information at the local level for use of
information at the local level for use of local government units, national local government units,
national government agencies, non-government agencies, non -government organizations,
and civil society for organizations, and civil society for planning, program implementation and
planning, program implementation and monitoring.” It’s a way that the country monitors its
progress towards the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and also to
ensure evidenced-based resourced allocation. (worldbank.org).
The CBMS platform contains multi-dimensional information on various components of poverty
with assigned indicators. For the National Anti-Poverty Commission, they look into the
following dimensions: Food, water, shelter, work, healthcare, education, social protection,
healthy environment, peace, and participation.
The CBMS platform contains multi-dimensional information on various components of poverty
with assigned indicators. For the National Anti-Poverty Commission, they look into the
following dimensions: Food, water, shelter, work, healthcare, education, social protection,
healthy environment, peace, and participation.

How it can be used for Climate Risk
Insurance:
Looking from the perspective of
insurance industry, the following are
important components: Shelter, Work.
Healthcare, and Social Protection.
Indicators such as the following are helpful to those who have interest in providing CRI:
1. The number of households in high-risk areas;
2. The nature of work engaged in (for example, the number of farmers and fishermen in
the area);
3. The number of households below the poverty line; and
4. The number of people with social protection.
The platform also shows poverty maps per dimension.
Currently, 150 LGUs have done CBMS-related data gathering and monitoring. The cost of this
initiatives is Php50-100 per household. For GIZ to be able to access the information, a
memorandum of agreement should be established between GIZ and NAPC.
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In 2018 Sunlife Financial, Inc. partnered with online shopping and selling website Lazada to sell
its insurance products and services online. Lazada members can now purchase and activate
an insurance product completely online thus eliminating the need for physical documents to
be delivered and submitting the forms to a customer center. Sun Life has recently launched
two new products in partnership with telco providers in the Philippines and Indonesia.
The company Sunlife offers products for as low as P20 a year for P20,000 personal accident
insurance, and investment products for as low as P100.
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Manila based blockchain-driven platforms are
aiming to build a crypto-economy by offering
white label platforms to global companies. The
company strives to fill the gap between the
existing financial system and emerging non-userfriendly technologies by presenting a secure and
simple way to use payments and banking architecture lower financial inclusion barriers and
provide financial services to the unbanked.
TraXionPay.com allows merchants to send and receive payments using 20 different methods.
TraXion Wallet is designed to enable remittance payments and donations allowing users to
transfer cryptocurrencies with ease. Azurrance is a SaaS- and IoT-based non-life insurance
platform offering car, fire, property and travel insurance. To serve the growing millennial
market, it will be offering apps to measure driving behavior and microinsurance for insurance
and life coverages.
Traxion Hub also manages and advises a number of growth stage startups that have proven
track record of traction or revenues. This support is in the form provide shared services in
financial and admin operations, tech development, management of IT infrastructure and
security and growth hacking under a shared service arrangement.

How it can be used for CRI?
1. TraXions public API can be accessed by merchants and other startups allowing them to
participate in the ecosystem. This accessibility would allow unbanked populations to get
access to funds, climate risk insurance by being able to digitally transact using the
HyperTraXion wallet.
2. Insurance API integrated with KYC/AML systems built in and paired with smart contracts
would allow greater efficiencies in accessing and processing climate risk policies.
3. The platforms Peer-to-Peer lending with built in deep machine learning would be able
to mitigate risk by providing credit scores based on historical transactions, ability to pay
and other behavioral parameters would allow the scaling up of climate risk insurance
products especially in cooperatives.
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iFarms, an agri-tech company is
dedicated to solve the supply chain
problems faced by the agricultural
sector in the Philippines through their
digital platform which connects farmers directly with wholesalers. Consumers can directly
order the harvest from the farmers and the producers, and at the same time the farmers can
receive their payments on time and manage their crop effectively. One of I Farms USP i.e. Sold
Before Harvest is shifting the agricultural marketing paradigm allowing producers to know their
market prior to harvesting. The system also includes a data driven contract management
system and an agricultural centered payment method.

How it can be used for CRI?
1. Since iFarms provides a digital interface for both farmers and buyers thus making it an
important distribution channel. CRI products and services can be bundled as part of the
transaction contract. Farmers can avail of different products to protect their farms from
weather anomalies such as droughts and typhoons. Buyers can get a similar protection.
2. iFarms grassroot expertise and presence would be an invaluable resource to derive
insights CRI product development. The company can also serve to raise awareness levels
in agricultural communities and smaller cooperatives.
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Insurance literacy in Indonesia fell from 17.9% in 2013 to 15.8% in 2017. Penetration in the
country with a population of 264M people ranks among the lowest in the world below 2% (CB
Insights). This has led to regulators and industry experts to advocate the use of digital channels.
Life insurance is the dominant segment in Indonesia hitting $12.6B in premiums in 2016. Nonlife insurance is driven primarily by property insurance and motor insurance. Life and Non-Life
account for 54% of the general insurance market.
Bancassurance (insurance companies selling products through banks) serve as the primary
channel for insurance distribution in Indonesia. Life Insurance grew by 74% through this
channel compared to just over 6% in traditional distribution channels.
A majority of Insurtech startups has focused on financial comparison through online platforms
wherein the market is able to purchase insurance products from licensed brokers. However, a
few insurance comparison platforms like Jakarta based C88 technologies have focused on
simpler financial and banking products. The company claims to have 50 M digital customers
through partnerships with 90 financial institution partners.
As per CB Insights offline channels will continue to be of critical importance to introduce
customers into digital financial services including insurance. Grab’s $100M acquisition of Kudo
in 2017 reflected this trend. Kudo provides a cash payment system and a network of thousands
of agents to onboard unbanked consumers into digital transactions through its partnerships
with firms such as Lazada, Indosat, and Lion Air. These trends pose well for B2B2C inusrtech
startups, which currently have a massive upside opportunity to tap in Indonesia’s insurance
market.
A 25
blend of paid digital marketing, e-commerce platforms, and partnerships coupled with simple
products is needed to truly unlock the country’s insurance sector, increase awareness levels
and improve penetration rates.
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German insurance giant Allianz,
through its digital investment
arm invested $35 million in GOJEK, the Indonesian ride hailing
and local services company
valued at $4.5 billion. As
partners for two (2) years, Allianz
initially supported the company
by offering health insurance for
GO-JEK
drivers
and
subsequently expanding the
coverage for their families in
2017.
Go-Jek partnered with Pasar-Polis to distribute and sell
tailored life insurance to drivers. PasarPolis started
out as an insurance comparison site but today
providers micro- and modular-insurance online.
Based on Zhong An’s B2B2C business model in China,
the company has rapidly expanded and as sold
250,000 microinsurance policies to Go-Jek’s pool of
800,000 drivers. This service could be further extended to Go-Jek’s +150,000 and growing food
vendors which would include SME’s and MSMES.
Pasar is also partnered with platforms such as Tokopedia, Traveloka and JD.id and claims to
sell over 1 M policies per month. PasarPolis’ business model primarily provides tech services.
Insurers pay PasarPolis a portion of the fees associated with claims management in exchange
for the work done to streamline processes.
Similar to Go-jek, Grab through its partnership with Zhong An International would allow policies
to be sold directly via its mobile application.

How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:





Shared economy apps such as Go-Jek and Grab provide a huge opportunity to
significantly scale climate risk insurance impact in Indonesia and the rest of Southeast
Asia market.
E-wallets such as Dana would allow the 180 M unbanked Indonesians to avail of climate
risk insurance products and services by overcoming payment issues
Valuable customer insights can be captured by studying customers online behaviors
thus providing important data to design new climate risk products and services
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Launched in 2013 Zhong-An is China’s first Internet insurance provider. The company claims to
have underwritten over 630 million insurance policies and served 150 million clients in its first
year of operation. The company aims to leverage big data, analytics and the internet to lower
operating and distribution cost while ensuring accurate product pricing and risk control.
Zhong-An is backed by Tencent Holdings, Ant Financial Services Group and Ping An Insurance
Group.
In 2019, Grab, one of the
biggest
ride-sharing
platforms inked a deal with
ZhongAn to with launch
digital insurance services
for its users and drivers. This
joint venture is aimed at
addressing challenges such
as
insurance
discovery,
unaffordable premiums and
payment options by allowing
for
insurance
premium
payments to be adjusted and automatically deducted through GrabPay or its affiliate payment
partner (-Asia. Nikkie). ZhongAn, will provide the technical assets to build the platform while
Grab will launch the digital insurance platform through its mobile app and tap into its wide user
base and generate customer insights to deliver customized insurance products to millions of
users. The program will start with offering Grab’s drivers insurance products to protect them
from loss of income from illness or accident.
Grab accounts for 60% of market share in the two-wheel segment and 70% of market share in
the four-wheel segment in Indonesia. This market leadership coupled with Indonesia being
considered as the most valuable untapped markets in APAC’s digital finance makes a strong
case for using shared economy applications to scale up insurance distribution.
66% of the country’s 260 million population are unbanked which clearly highlights a massive
potential for e-money providers. This coupled with an estimated e-money transaction value of
$1 billion in 2017 paved the way for Grab to launch its online-to-offline (O20) mobile platform
in South East Asia in 2018. This ASEAN focused e-wallet will deepen financial inclusion for the
region’s growing middle-class consumers and especially MSME’s.
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In April 2018, Sun Life Financial Indonesia launched its telco insurance service through a
partnership with TCASH, Telkomsel's electronic money system. This partnership is aimed at
offering digital-based micro insurance protection accessible via mobile device. TCASH currently
serves 20 million customers across 34 provinces in Indonesia including underserved rural
areas. Telkomsel has more than 196 million customers.
The technology behind this system utilizes analysis and data analytics methods to determine
the protection that best suits the profile and needs of a customer. This insurance service can
is open to by all TCASH customers who are users of Telkomsel between the ages of 18 to 60
years.
This strategic partnership is also in line with the company's commitment to achieving the
government’s financial inclusion target of 75 percent of the population by 2019.
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In 2016 Chubb Insurance through its
company PT ACE Jaya Proteksi tied up with
Tapp, an alternative payment solution
allowing people to convert cash to digital
credits and building P2P commerce
exchange network. This peer-to-peer
commerce network enables people without
bank accounts or credit cards to use CASH
to pay goods and services. In rural areas
consumers may need to take a bus to the
nearest city to pay their bills, however
through the Tapp Market application
someone in the neighborhood or village (for
example a trusted shopkeeper) can start
collecting the payments locally.
Tapp
added
a
personal
accident
microinsurance product to its products and
services. Any community member with a
phone and a small deposit can become a
mobile. This individual can store value
online and safely transact via their mobile
thus
making
the
purchase
of
microinsurance products can be easily and
convenient. Tapp Commerce middlemen
will be then deployed to collect cash for
products and services transacted.
The partnership boosts insurance reach to
a consumer segment that might not
otherwise be able to purchase their
insurance policies due to unavailability of a
credit card, bank account or remoteness.
Additionally, this joint venture aligns with
Indonesia’s National Financial Inclusion
Strategy i.e. to provide low-cost insurance
products to a mass market segment
consisting of 77 million Indonesians, who
have thus far been unprotected.
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Mercy Corps has been working proactively in
Semarang, Indonesia to reduce the risk of
flooding and landslides. The team identified
that many of the problems causing flooding in
the Semarang City originated in Semarang
Regency, which is governed separately. The
humanitarian organization partnered with
AtmaGo, a media app that connects neighbors
in disaster-prone communities. Currently used
by 1 million residents across 78 locations, the
application has helped residents in both
communities share early warning information
on flooding. Similar to a localized message
board, users post information as disasters
unfold, allowing community members to take
immediate action. The app works on low-priced mobile phones and segments posts
geographically to enable users and government agencies effectively identify problems facing
specific communities. The company’s vision is to become the Facebook for lower income
communities that are vulnerable to disasters. The app can also be used for tasks such as finding
work or reporting problems to the local authorities. It is estimated that in Jakarta this AtmaGo
could reduce property damage during a disaster by $324 per household per year for residents.
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The Vietnamese insurance sector is highly concentrating with the top five(5) leading life
insurance businesses accounted for 80% of the total market share and top five non-life
insurance firms made up 60% of the total.
According to a survey by Viet Nam News, most
insurance businesses planned to apply new
technologies in management systems and
improving customer services. Others plan to study
new products to meet the market’s demand and
diversify insurance sale channels. Both local and
foreign life insurance companies have been
increasing investments in online business models.
Several non-life insurance companies such as Bảo
Việt, PTI, MIC and BIC have applied digital
technologies to their insurance payment
management while Non-life insurance firms such
as Prudential and Aviva have invested in artificial
intelligence with chatbots to support their
businesses.
In 2018 Hanwha Life Vietnam launched JetClaims,
which is an automated claims authorization
program that allows customers to receive
insurance benefits immediately. All procedures are
completely automated, providing instant results,
and customers can receive instant cash
compensation through their customer centers.
Prudential has been the first and only life insurance
company in the market to launch an independent
e-commerce website. Through the ePrudential
portal customers work on just four simple steps
needed to access and pay online.
Current trends also identify strategic partnerships
with e-commerce firms as catalysts to scale and
optimize the conventional insurance business. The
InsurTech is still relatively new in Vietnam, but with
international investments and innovative mobile
based technologies is primed to revolutionize the
insurance industry.
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LIAN – 24/7 Insurance
Launched in 2018 by the Vien Dong Assurance Corporation (VASS) the LIAN 24/7 application is
designed to integrate various technologies such as artificial intelligence, Blockchain and Big
Data and enable users to purchase fire and explosion and accident insurance through a mobile
app. The first ever automatic insurance application allows users to buy insurance online and
present their incidents to receive compensation. As add on services users can purchase mobile
phone top-up cards, pay electricity and water bills, book train tickets, learn about health
insurance and buy second-hand vehicles. During the applications two-month pilot, there more
than 13,000 downloads and over 1,000 insurance contracts were sold through the Google Play
and App Store.
The primary value proposition of the application is to enable customers to instantly buy
insurance online while receiving compensation within 30 seconds.

INSO
December 2018, INSO Vietnam Joint Stock Company launched the country’s first insurance
technology service named INSO. The fully automated insurance application for mobile phones
allows customers to select insurance packages based on their requirements and evaluate
assets themselves. An electronic insurance certificate is then instantly generated and emailed
to the customer. The entire indemnity processes will be automatically implemented following
available formula, thus significantly reducing application steps for customers. The total time
needed to file a claim is just 15 minutes. Apart from traditional insurance products such as
automobile insurance, health insurance, home insurance and asset insurance, INSO introduces
completely new services such as flight delay insurance and shipping insurance.
INSO uses advanced technologies such as Optical Character Recognition, computer vision and
deep learning to quickly resolve insurance applications by analyzing images, integrating data
and digitally inspecting claim requests.

Allianz and FPT Group
Inked during the 2019 World Economic Forum in Davos the joint venture markets Allianz’s foray
into the general insurance sector in Asia. FPT is the largest ICT company in Vietnam and
provides software development, systems integration, AI, Big Data and IOT solutions to leading
corporations such as Siemens, Amazon AWS, GE etc.
The partnership is aimed to leverage FPT’s is a technology services, distribution channels and
local expertise to create innovative digital insurance products and services to meet the
protection needs of local customers. Allianz would provide expertise and advice on best
practices in insurance product customization, fintech and asset management.
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Agorize
Agorize powers Innovation Challenges across the world. The online platform connects large
corporations with a worldwide community of 5 million innovators through open innovation
challenges and hackathons. With physical teams has teams in Paris, Stuttgart, Montreal, Tokyo,
Hongkong and Singapore, and a strong Asia focus, Agorize has the ability to unlock a huge
opportunity for development sector innovations connecting to talent in South East Asia.
The company has designed challenges for the governments, manufacturing, technology and
financial services groups such as AXA, Allianz, Zurich, BNP Paribas and Societe General looking
for solutions to reinvent their experience in Asia

THE SYSTEM COULD BE LEVERAGED FOR IN TWO WAYS:
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Key Features:
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Agorize Case Studies:

How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:





Private sector actors can leverage the Agorize platform to crowd-source innovative climate
risk insurance solutions from a global pool of Insurtech startups and student teams
Reduce costs and improve efficiencies through digital competitions compared to
partnerships with standalone incubator programs
Create an integrated platform for GIZ to connect all companies and partners in Asia
including the MEFIN network
Generate a plethora of new innovative ideas and solutions for Climate Risk Insurance
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UK based Insureblocks is a weekly podcast on blockchain, smart contracts and distributed
ledger technology in the insurance industry. Speakers include incumbents to the most
promising startups in London, New Zealand, Zurich and around the world. The podcast serves
as great place to understand the basics of blockchain, learn about proof of concepts, new
innovations and proof of concepts.
According to Rahul Mathur, Research Analyst at Insureblocks, back office automation through
blockchain have known to reduce operation costs by 40% and significantly improve business
performance in the following areas:
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How it can be used for CRI?





Through a collaboration with Insurblocks podcast, GIZ can accelerate knowledge
building and sharing on blockchain CRI technologies with its different stakeholders
including the MEFIN network
Insureblocks can connect GIZ to international startups and experts on blockchain
which can further enhance
GRI and Insurblocks can collaborate on developing case studies and research reports
on CRI related technologies tailored for emerging economies

Case Study Example:
Blockchains economic benefits can be analyzed with the case study of a personal motor
insurance provider. The company was able to use the data on a blockchain to lower its loss
ratio, reduce the cost of adding new customers, and improve its ability to detect fraud.
Blockchain motor insurer could have a combined operating ratio 10 to 13 points lower than
that of a traditional motor insurer (BCG Publication)

Enabling block chain at an enterprise level can take up to 2 years, however organizations can
adopt a shorter bootstrapping method to execute a project. A recommended timeline for this
would be:
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The main bottleneck of expanding capacity development efforts for insurance providers,
the government, and NGOs are the costs and the time put into training the number of
individuals that are needed to scale.
Insurance products and
services – especially that
they
are
constantly
evolving required the
frequent trainings of
stakeholders’ personnel.
Establishing a central
Learning Management
Platform can be an
option, specially that
access to the internet
and smartphones in the
Philippines, Vietnam, and Indonesia have increased significantly these past few years.

Available open-source learning management platforms include:
1.
2.
3.

Moodle
Talent LMS
Litmos LMS

These LMS offer an online learning environment, promote online collaboration, and
contains self-study courses and materials.
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Benefits of an LMS:








Offline and online 24/7 Accessibility that a large group of learners can utilize;
Availability of various types of learnings, can be interactive, self-paced, collaborative,
instructor-led;
Scalable learning and development as changes can easily be integrated and
communicated;
Time and money savings for capacity building as it reduces the need to travel;
Reduction of carbon footprint because it eliminates paper utilization;
Data anlytics users performance to gauge learning progress, needs and
competitiveness.
Subscription fees means a sustainable platform for learning.

How it can be used for Climate Risk Insurance:


Educate insurance stakeholders to be informed about the Disaster Risk Management
plans – global, regional, and local;



Educate insurance stakeholders about the feature and benefits of DRI



Ensure cost-efficient capacity development efforts in the regional network



Ensure that companies can easily cascade product knowledge;



Ensure that local languages are used for easy understanding by the users;



Reduce carbon footprints that are associated with face-to-face and paper-based
trainings
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